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‘Instead of sandy beaches, the
indented coastline shelters
vividly clear swimming spots’
Jane McFarland unwinds on Pantelleria, off Sicily
GETTY IMAGES
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Burg Schwarzenstein, Rheingau

Look
ahead
Trips for
2021

Stay in a vineyard: 25 top places
Tranquil settings
and the guarantee
of great vintages —
Nina Caplan
discovers
the best wine
breaks to book now

1 La Terre d’Or Beaune
This bijou upmarket B&B on a hilltop
just outside Beaune is surrounded by
premier cru vineyards, some belonging
to the Hospices de Beaune, a charitable
institution founded in the 15th century.
Interiors are farmhouse-chic, with
terracotta-tiled floors and pale stone
walls, and trees shade the lovely pool.
Better yet is the Jacuzzi, housed in a
cave; reservation is essential, but there’s
no extra cost, unless you decide to sip
a bottle of wine while you bathe. The
family also has a vineyard, kitchen
garden and for children, a treetop
adventure course.
Details B&B doubles from £145
(laterredor.com). Fly to Lyon

2 Burg Schwarzenstein
Rheingau
In the late 19th century, when the
Rheingau’s best wines were more
expensive than top bordeaux, a
winemaker built himself a
medieval-style castle with
breathtaking views through the
riesling vineyards down to the
Rhine. Today that eccentric
castle has been expanded into
a much-praised 39-room hotel
and restaurant, constructed from
locally quarried stone and rounded
out with picture windows, within its
own two-hectare park.
Details B&B doubles from £230 (burgschwarzenstein.de). Fly to Frankfurt

3

Les Sources de
Caudalie, Bordeaux

3 Les Sources de
Caudalie Bordeaux
Château Smith Haut Lafitte has
been an admired Bordeaux
vineyard since the 14th century;
the Cathiards — former ski
champions — have owned it
since 1990. They opened the
elegant hotel, with its twoMichelin-starred restaurant and
grounds dotted with artworks.
But it was their daughter who
created the vinotherapy brand
Caudalie, which has been
pampering guests with grape-based
treatments in the hotel spa since 1995.
Details B&B doubles from £215 (sourcescaudalie.com). Fly to Bordeaux W
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22 La Bastide de Marie, Luberon

vineyards, and some have a roof that
opens to the stars. The restaurant uses
local organic suppliers, and the spa offers
vinotherapy treatments. And when all
that peace, wine and relaxation get too
much, you’re just 60 miles from Lisbon.
Details B&B doubles from £165
(l-and.com). Fly to Lisbon

19 Royal Champagne
Hotel & Spa Champagne
The owners of Leclerc Briant
champagne have recreated an old
coaching inn on a hilltop as an all-suite
hotel with a huge roof terrace, a
Michelin-starred restaurant and an
expansive spa where even the pool,
coated in fish-scale-silver tiles, has
views on to Moët & Chandon’s vines.
The hotel has electric bikes for a scenic
ride through these Unesco world
heritage-classified vineyards, despite the
gradient, and the exceptional range of
champagnes in the bar offer a suitable
reward for all that effort.
Details B&B doubles from £365
(royalchampagne.com/en). Fly to Paris

20 Schwarzer Adler
Hotel Arlberg
The Kaiserstuhl terroir is a former
volcano, which suits the Keller family’s
pinot noir, chardonnay and pinot gris
vines beautifully. Guests can watch them
thrive from several of this top-tier
gasthof’s 14 colourful, spacious
rooms, and taste the wines in one
of three restaurants. Schwarzer
Adler has been Michelin-starred
for half a century, while its
Kellerwirtschaft bistro sits atop
the winery, which is built into
the vine-covered hillside.
Details B&B doubles from £150
(franz-keller.de). Fly to Zurich

little sightseeing train, or take a cruise
on the lake and look up at them instead.
Details B&B doubles from £175
(villalavaux.ch). Fly to Geneva

19

21 Villa Lavaux
Lake Geneva
Swiss wine is less known than it
should be — because the locals drink
most of it — which is a great excuse
to go there for a wine holiday. The
vineyards that descend towards Lake
Geneva below this upmarket B&B,
between Lausanne and Montreux, form
part of the Unesco world heritage site.
Explore them on foot, by bicycle or via a

Royal Champagne
Hotel & Spa

22 La Bastide de Marie
Luberon
In the depths of Luberon’s regional
park, with its scented undergrowth,
milk-white cliffs and centenarian
cedars, this gracious 18th-century
farmhouse has been luxuriously
repurposed into 15 suites
decorated in Provençal style,
with views over the estate’s
vines and two outdoor pools
that cascade into one another.
There’s a stone-and-timber
dining room, a spa and a lovely
terrace. Just beyond are the vines
that make the estate’s wines,
including the pale rosé for which the
region is famous.
Details B&B doubles from £300
(en.labastidedemarie.com). Fly to
Marseilles

23 Loisium south Styria
Above the glassed-in ground floor of this
high-design Austrian hotel among the

Kamptal vines, 82 rooms appear to
float. Despite the sharp exterior angles,
there’s plenty of comfort to be found:
contemporary art in every room, a
heated outdoor pool, an expansive spa
and a formidable array of local wines,
especially the Kamptal’s famous rieslings
and grüner veltliners. Those curious
about the surrounding vines can stroll
past them to Loisium World of Wine for
a virtual tour through 900 years of wine
history, plus tasting, inside another
startlingly modern building.
Details B&B doubles from £130
(loisium.com). Fly to Vienna

24 Babaneuris Marani
Kakheti
In the foothills of the Greater Caucasus
mountain range, this Georgian winery
uses techniques that have barely
changed in 8,000 years to make wine
from indigenous grapes. The 13-room
boutique hotel is built from stone,
turreted and festooned with balconies
looking on to the forested hillsides and
vines. There’s an excellent on-site
restaurant showcasing different
Georgian cuisines. Tour the winery, hike
through the Babaneuri Nature Reserve

next door or just sip local wine beside
the heated pool.
Details B&B doubles from £50
(babaneuri.com). Fly to Tbilisi

25 Castello di
Fonterutoli Chianti
Fonterutoli is one of the most admired
wine estates in Chianti Classico, itself
the home of the best chianti. The
owners, the Mazzei family, have
converted part of a medieval village that
lies within the estate into a 16-room
upmarket B&B plus apartments; there
are terracotta floors, wooden beams and
lovely views of the sangiovese vines that
are Tuscany’s signature variety. Those
who want the vistas should book the
Duca or Duchessa rooms or the Loggia
suite, with its balcony. Or just taste
the results, honed over 600 years of
winemaking, during a tour of the winery,
or over lunch or dinner in the Osteria.
Details B&B doubles from £108.50
(castellodifonterutoli.com). Fly to
Florence
Nina Caplan is the author of The
Wandering Vine: Wine, the Romans
and Me (Bloomsbury, £7.99)

